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Artin and Mazur in [l] proved that a dense subset of the O*endomorphisms of a compact differentiable manifold satisfy an exponential growth condition on their isolated periodic points, and
they defined a f-function which for these endomorphisms has a positive radius of convergence. In [2] and [3] K. Meyer gave a simple
proof that hyperbolic diffeomorphisms and flows of Smale [4] which
are C2 have exponential growth. It is the purpose of this note to give
an even simpler proof of Meyer's theorems in a C1 setting. Since the
hyperbolic diffeomorphisms and flows are not dense [5] these results
are a long way from including the results of [ l ] .
Let M be a compact differentiable manifold; let /^Diff(Jkf) be a
C1 diffeomorphism, and let Nm(f) be the number of periodic points of
ƒ of period m.
T H E O R E M 1. Let ƒ satisfy Axiom A of [4, 1.6], then there exist constants c and k such that
Nm(f)£ckm.
PROOF, ƒ is expansive [4, 1.8.7], i.e., 3e>0 such that given x, y
distinct periodic points o f / 3 w £ Z such that d(fn(x),fn(y))
§£e. Since ƒ
is C1 it is Lipshitz. Let its Lipshitz constant be k which we may choose
> 1. If x and y are both of period p we may choose n in 0^n<p and
have d(x, y)^e/kp~1 by expansiveness. Thus there exists a constant c
M
such that Np(f) ^cV(M)(2kp-1/e)dim
where V(M) is the volume
of M.
Let $ = {$*} be a one parameter group acting on M, arising from a
Cl vector field X. Let NT($) be the number of closed orbits of $ of
period less than or equal to r.
T H E O R E M 2. Let <£ satisfy Axiom A' of [4, 5.1], then there exist
constants c and k such that NT(<£)^cehT.

Since the closed orbits are uniformly bounded away from the
singularities, which are finite in number, 0C the complement of the
singularities in Q, is compact. Every point z in Qc has a flow box
1
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neighborhood, V„ such that VM has a cross section Xt; and for some
8, V* = {Jxexzt\t\<s<t>t(x) where 5 is independent of z. Denote by
TZ: Va—*Xt the map which takes </>t(x) to x for \t\ <S and xÇzX,. The
Vt and / may be chosen so that if xt y&Xz and <f>t(x), 4>t(y)ÇzXWl;
#_*(x), 4>-t(y) &XW% then either TWl<f>t or 7TW2#_* increases their distance
by a factor of ki > 1 ; &i independent of z.
Now cover Qe by a finite number of Vt\ Vu V^ • • • , F». Note that
if xÇzXi and <£*(#) E TO then wat>~tirj<l>t(x)=x, and similarly for </>_*.
Define an invariant sequence of a closed orbit aCQ c as a sequence
ai • • • am such that a » = l , • • • , » ; ai = am and there exist xaiGXa{
where Xa^Xa^, ^ai<t>t(xa^ =xa{ and Tra^-t{xa^ =xaimmV It is clear from
the definition and the choice of the V% that no two distinct closed
orbits may have the same invariant sequence. We will show that
3 c > 0 such that a closed orbit of period ^r has an invariant sequence
of length at most ncr+l, and thus the number of closed orbits of
period ^ r is less than or equal to nneT+2 = n2erc log n.
To get the invariant sequence, 3 c > 0 such that if a is a closed orbit
of period ^ r then a intersects Xi for any i in at most CT points, c is
independent of r. So there are at most ncr intersections of a with all
the Xi. Let xQ be one of these. Define Xi inductively by Xi+\ —ir3<j>t{xi)
where <f>t(xi) £ Vj for some j . Xk must equal xm for some k, m ^ ncr and
Of course, this proof would also work in the diffeomorphism case.
The construction of the corresponding Vit however, essentially gives
the proof of expansiveness which was shown to me by Smale.
These theorems, of course, have relevance for the convergence of
the zeta functions. For a discussion of this see [3] and [4].
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